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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Hipsters Ironically Become
White Supremecists

US to Save Songs For the
Future, Maybe.

by Rico Bastian ~ Daily Bull

by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

In one of the most shocking acts in recent history, hipsters across the U.S. are forming large white supremacist
groups “ironically.”

The United States has decided to place several songs
into the Library of Congress. These songs will be
preserved for their eventual use later by either the
government or some private entity. We’re hoping that
they eventually give them to someone else, lest they
forget where/how to play those songs.

“It’s not like I actually hate people who have a different
skin color than me,” local barista Josh Peterson said, “I’m
being ironic. I don’t expect people like you to get it.”
Not all hipsters are supporting white power to be ironic.
Some claim to support it because nobody else does.
“Believing in racial equality is so mainstream,” Finlandia
student Jacob Anderson said. “I just gotta be me, you
know? Society can’t tell me what I can and can’t believe
in.“ Many hipsters thought the ratifying of the thirteenth
amendment in Mississippi in February was a real blow to
their cause.
“Here I was, thinking that Mississippi was a free thinking state, not one to just do what every other state is
doing, but I guess they’re not,” Peterson said. “They’re
just a bunch of phonies who do whatever the jews on
Wall Street want them to do. It’s pathetic.” Many of their
ironic activities hipsters have been partaking in include
book burnings, hateful racially charged speeches, and
lynch mobs, all of which have been deemed “crazy” by
the vast majority of the population.
If you’ve never been to a book burning, what are you
doing with your life?” graphic designer Wyatt Murray
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In either case, Simon and Garfunkel’s the Sound of
Silence among other classic songs will be included.
All in all about 25 songs will be stored away for future
generations.
One respondent wondered though if those songs
would be worth anything in the future. “I mean, just
look, what with Justin Bieber and Nickelback among
others becoming so popular despite having little talent, aren’t we all doomed musically? Won’t the future
people look at these songs and laugh?”
While the Congress has silenced such worries stating
that, at the very least, congress will remain a band of
crotchety old men who like music that nobody else
does, therefore at least they’ll enjoy them, worries
that this is a waste of time or money still abound. The
interesting thing will be to see what happens during
the coming changes in regime. Either way, the Library
of Congress will be holding on to these songs with
careful vigilance in the interests of music.
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Aw, do I really have to take out the
garbage?

Don’t go around saying the world owes you a living.
The world owes you nothing. It was here first.
Mark Twain

Fill the grid with the digits 1-9 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.
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Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
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Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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said. “You can’t just close the doors to racism and say ‘oh, that’s so terrible
because everyone else says so’. It’s part of our history and heritage, and it’s
so retro. You just gotta try it.” Even non-white hipsters have been taking to the
streets in support of not supporting equal rights, making sure that their message of not allowing non-whites to have a voice is heard.
“Counting as an entire person is so boring,” spokesman for the Bring Back the
Fractions movement Jamal Jefferson said. “Equality is such bull shit. They’re just
trying to strip away what makes us all unique. For some of us, that uniqueness
is society viewing you as a lesser citizen.”
Many female hipsters have also started to protest their own rights in modern
society, as some sort of statement that’s going well over everyone’s heads.
“Voting is overrated anyway,” aspiring stay-at-home mom Kennedy Cullen
said. “The woman’s place is in the kitchen and the bedroom, why would anyone want to change that? Besides, we shouldn’t be able to vote. I mean, what
if voting time comes around and it’s that time of the month? We can’t have
leaders elected by some PMSing women.”
As of press time, many Japanese American hipsters have been spotted taking
refuge in various camps across the U.S. in an effort to make some sort of point
no one understands.

